
“You have been absolutely 
outstanding!! This whole process 
has been complicated and, at 
times, difficult but you have 
always been so efficient, 
professional and supportive. It has 
been a huge pleasure working 
with you and having you on board 
has made an absolutely massive
difference to the whole project. “
Chair of Trustees,  
FTSE 250 Sponsored Scheme

Over 80 years combined 
experience transferring 

risk to third parties

Pragmatic and 
collaborative risk 
transfer experts

Proven solutions for 
overcoming the 

toughest challenges

• We’ve been involved in hundreds of risk transfer deals, 
ranging from simple buy-outs to large, complex and 
innovative deals

• We work pragmatically in partnership with sponsors, 
aligning all key stakeholders to ensure the best solution for 
your scheme's individual needs

• Our properly executed endgame provides closure, security 
and comfort for both sponsors and members

Whatever stage you are at on your endgame 
journey, we can support with: 

• Optimising the risk transfer journey
• Getting the scheme a great deal in the market
• Ensuring-risk efficient asset allocation
• Sponsor engagement and collaboration 
• Creating a positive member journey experience
• Simplifying complexities (inc. processes, data and transfers)
• Project management and delivery

Adding value from Day One

Our Risk Transfer team specialise in 
solutions that help pension schemes plan
and execute their endgame strategy.

We were appointed professional 
trustee on a Scheme to progress a 
buy-in which had stalled due to 
risk averse advice received.  

We moved the scheme quickly to 
buy-in, and a position ready for 
buyout. This required a complex 
benefit rectification exercise and 
GMP equalisation; us establishing 
and chairing a Project Board with 
regular calls, managing 
relationships with all parties, 
setting up an escrow using 
estimated equalisation numbers, 
creating effective member 
comms, whilst using our 
experience to do it all cost 
effectively.

Buyout was finally achieved, with 
surplus to be returned to the 
sponsor. 

Risk 
Transfer
Experts Contact: Nadeem.ladha@2020trustees.co.uk
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We’re ready to help

mailto:nadeem.ladha@2020trustees.co.uk


Stuart Travers
Dealing with risk transfers from £50m to over £160m, Stuart’s background in administration, 
consultancy, and client management, help him get his clients quick and efficient buy-in, and 
eventual buy-out. His understanding in commercial aspects of transactions, plus leading our 
small scheme solutions; help ensure the best results for his clients.

Kerry McDermott
A proven asset on risk transfers up to £250m, Kerry focusses on getting schemes transaction ready; 
working with advisors to take advantage of market opportunities. Pragmatic and outcome focused,
her excellent understanding of data & legal work helps get schemes transaction ready.

Ben Salmons
Ben has experience working on risk transfers across several schemes, inc. a recent full scheme 
buy-in with significant deferred member liabilities. Ben’s focus on bringing together service 
providers and stakeholders, help create efficient, realistic and cooperative risk transfer processes.

Nadeem Ladha
The Risk Transfer team lead, Nadeem covers buy-ins and buy-outs, as well as other non-traditional 
risk removal options. He’s also the Chief Strategy Officer for our portfolio of 60+ sole trustee 
schemes, with up to £10bn in assets.

Mark Johnston
A crucial member of the team, actively working on various risk transfer projects valuing £20m 
to £1.5bn; Mark is focused on ensuring journey plans are in place, helping both scheme and 
sponsor prepare to start discussions with their risk transfer partners. His post transaction 
projects are equally important; ensuring their smooth running in securing members’ benefits.

Meet our Risk Transfer team

Contact: Nadeem.ladha@2020trustees.co.uk

Catherine Williams
With experience working on risk transfers of varying sizes, Catherine works closely with sponsors to 
align trustee and corporate objectives and develop endgame strategy, taking proactive steps to seize 
opportunities and act quickly. Preparing well and engaging early is key, which is where Catherine excels.

Natalie Parfitt
Natalie is an integral member of the team, working on risk transfers, alongside the supporting 
project work essential in getting schemes to buy-out (inc. working with all service providers, 
stakeholders and appropriate insurers). She is the go-to contact point on several live risk 
transfer projects, bringing with her a wealth of knowledge and solutions. 

Jim Robson
Jim’s strategic thinking and excellent relationship management, make him a vital cog in the Risk 
Transfer wheel. Recent dealings include moving a £200m scheme from buy-in to buy-out and 
looking at the risk transfer options for a £1bn scheme. His portfolio of other risk transfer clients 
also demand clear objectives setting, helping Jim create a clear plan vital to their successes.

Becky Wood
Becky has led on a series of risk transfers for schemes valued up to £250m. Her key focus can be 
found on endgame planning; working with sponsors and trustees to help prepare, plan and ensure 
their schemes are transaction ready. 
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